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Apple/Cisco/Dimension data in the enterprise world : use cases



We accelerate your ambition

We help you do great things through the use and adoption of technology.

Consulting services

Accelerate business transformation with 
Digital business solutions

Create valuable relationships with 
Customer experience

Embrace your employee
workstyles with 
Digital workplace
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Digital infrastructure



« The magnitude of our alliance and
how we’ve been able to create new
opportunities and grow together with
Dimension Data is tremendous. We
couldn’t be more excited to see what
we will accomplish together in the next
25 years. »

Chuck Robbins
Chief Executive Officer, Cisco 



Apple and Cisco accelerate
your mobilisation with enhanced performance, insight, and simplicity.







Improve patient well-being and quality of care in hospitals

Help children to learn better and smarter, including easily those with disabilities or 
out of school due to care

Improve citizens quality of life by securing traffic, digitalizing city services as water, 
lightning, parking, administrative tasks

Secure transportation by enabling smart vehicles and improve public 
transportation usage with traveler assistance applications

Secure industry processing and free up the employees from the more painful work

Attract new talents by improving employees satisfaction and productivity in smart 
workplace

Think Differently !



The outcomes you desire
What the Digital Workplace Report tells us are the top drivers of your 
workplace strategy

Want to embrace the 
consumerisation of IT

Want to move 
collaboration apps 
to cloud Leverage the power 

of mobile in the 
organisation

Improve business 
processes / gain 

competitive advantage

Improve employee 
productivity

Improve teamwork between 
employees and partners

Encourage cross-company 
collaboration

50%

46%
44%

40%

33% 28%

27%



The challenges you face
What the Digital Workplace Report tells us are the main barriers to 
successful adoption

IT issues
Benchmarking use 
of workplace 
technologies Measuring use of 

collaboration 
technologies

Lack of analytics to 
prove ROI

Customising technology 
to unique needs

Ongoing management of 
the technology

Getting advice on 
workplace strategy

62%

58%
48%

40%
34%

33%

53%



It’s a question of strategy…

60%
of organisations don’t have 

a formal digital workplace strategy

a plan of how to use 
technology to execute it… 

or a partner to deliver it 
for them



We connect every link in the workplace 
value chain

Application 
services

Workplace 
strategy

Devices and 
endpoints

Optimised 
infrastructure

Smart 
workspaces

Security and 
compliance

Implementation 
and operations

Outcomes
realisation

Digital workplace 
networking



Workplace strategy

Workplace assessment 
consulting

• Identifies current state
• Defines future state and roadmap
• Delivers workplace transformation plan

Wider consulting 
services

• Business strategy consulting
• Enterprise architecture consulting
• Technology consulting
• Security advisory services
• Programme management
• Communications spend analysis

Employee 
experienceOptimised 

Operations

Workplaces and 
Workstyles 

Business 
Applications

Adaptive 
Infrastructure

Productivity and 
Collaboration 

Digital Workplace Framework



IoT in workspaces

a few examples

IoT in smart office workspaces

IoT healthcare workspacesIoT in manufacturing workspaces

We help enterprises fulfil their environmental and 
sustainability commitments using smart building 
infrastructure including physical access security, audio 
visual installations, smart desks, and integrated 
facilities management systems.

We help deliver better patient care, safer 
working conditions, and lower costs for 
hospitals by providing patient video monitoring, 
access control, nurse alerting, smart fridges, 
panic alarms, and equipment tracking. 

We help improve machine availability, performance, 
and productivity for manufacturers, by connecting 
equipment, sites, and countries – analysing 
performance data, spotting potential faults and 
threats, and scheduling proactive maintenance.



The mobile personal workspace

Freedom for employees to 
access what they need 
from anywhere 
on any device…

…with the control IT 
need to ensure security 
and compliance, and 
manage costs

On the go

Travelling Home or coffee shop Industrial plant

Hotel room

A desk in the cloud



The smart building workspace

Reduce real-estate 
costs

Accommodate modern 
workstyles

Attract, retain, engage 
millennial / GenX 
talent

Optimise 
collaboration, 
increase productivity

Reduce environmental 
impact and energy 
consumption

Wifi 
and 
wired 
LAN

Wifi

Access 
control

Video 
conferencing

Enhanced 
mobility

Environmental 
management

Workplace 
analytics

Personalised 
seating

Meeting room 
systemPhysical security



The global ecosystem workspace

Use most cost-effective 
networks

Reduce CO2 emissions
and cut air travel costs

Maintain security 
automatically 
everywhere

Ensure compliance 
with policy and 
regulations

Hybrid WAN

Data centre

Mine

Corporate 
headquarters Retail partner

Branch

Logistics 
partner

Supplier

Manufacturing 
plant

SAP Collaboration Security

Managed cloud 
platform

Collaborate globally with suppliers, clients, and business partners



We gave ISPPC a digital workplace including:
collaboration tools, video conferencing, mobility strategy 
and solution mobile device management 

When your workplace is…
a hospital emergency department

so that doctors, nurses, and administrators can work more collaboratively and productively

Digital technology helps us be better doctors. It boosts our ability to offer the 
most effective care and thereby relieve suffering.

Dr Marc Vrankcx, Head  Emergency Department, ISPPC



‘We’re on a mission to democratise video, making it accessible to more employees 
and external partners, making sure they all enjoy the very best experience.’

Ian S Dunning, Workplace Services Director

When your workplace is…

a global multinational

Unilever improved collaboration and sustainability, 
saving 25 million air miles and $3m travel costs.

We provide a fully managed global video conferencing 
service to help them do this.



When your workplace is…
a school or university

‘If we want our students to thrive we’ve got to teach them the 21st century skills of 
creativity, collaboration, and how to innovate in their approach to learning.’

Debbie Dunwoody, Principal, Camberwell Girls Grammar School

We gave Camberwell School a collaboration solution that provides teachers 
and students with a more dynamic and productive learning environment
accelerating their ambition to ‘educate tomorrow’s woman



When your workplace is…
an eco-friendly building

‘Dimension Data fitted the mould best from a technology and price perspective, 
and their ability to deliver a unified solution.’

Wernber Lunow, Business Continuity and IT Governance Manager, Allan Gray

We gave financial services company Allan Gray an intelligent building, 
the first in Africa with a 6 Green Star environmental rating
so they could fulfil their vision of being a sustainable business



Dimension Data and Cisco – Better Together
25 projects. 25 years. 

#BetterTogether25 



We believe in the possibilities 
of the digital world.


